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It’s over! Wow. It seems like only a few 
months ago that we were awarded the 
2010 Olympics and Paralympic Winter 
Games, and now its over. After years of 
planning and preparation, the big party 
has come to an end. It is unbelievable how 
quickly time has gone by. 

To say that it was exciting would be a 
major understatement. Our country can 
be proud of the outstanding performances 
our athletes put on leading up to, and 
during, the Games, as well as all of those 
who have worked so diligently over the 
past 6 years to put this spectacular event 
together. 

I can’t think of anyone who was not 
totally engaged when the torch run 
came through their communities. Be it in 
Vancouver or Smithers, Thunder Bay or 
Corner Brook, this event seems to have 
brought the entire country together. The 
result was a Winter Olympic Games that 
was truly Canadian.

The volunteers who made these Games 
run so smoothly need to be thanked 
for the wonderful jobs that they did 
in representing Vancouver, Richmond 
and Whistler. A special thanks to those 
volunteers who came from other parts 
of the country to support this ‘once in a 
lifetime’ experience. We are all proud of 
the enormous contributions that each 
volunteer made to the success of these 
Games as they put Canada in a very 
positive light. 

The medal performances by our Canadian 
athletes were exciting to watch and they 
had the entire country fully engaged in 
every sport in which we had an athlete 
competing. Every time that an athlete won 
a medal, we all felt an immense amount of 
pride in who we are as a country and in 
our place on the world stage. They also 
proved to every young athlete in the 
country that a dream can be achieved 
with perseverance and hard work. They 
lit a fire in our sport community that will 
burn for years to come.

Once again we proved that Canada can 
compete with any other sporting nation 
and rise to the top of the podium. Our 
athletes excelled and an entire country 
proud of their performances. The Own 
the Podium program proved that with the 
right resources our athletes are on par 
with athletes from any country. The right 
mental training, physical preparation, 
appropriate seasonal planning, and all of 
the other ingredients that contribute to 
podium success, were made available to 
our winter athletes. And it all worked! 

The one factor that ensured that all of 
these important resources were being 
used at the right time, by each athlete, 
was their coach. In very few instances 
did we either see, or hear about, the 
coaches that have been so instrumental 
in helping our athletes achieve peak 
performances on the day of competition. 
So few people understand the enormous 
contributions that a coach plays in a 

podium performance, yet it is their skills 
and knowledge that have the greatest 
impact on an athlete’s ability to achieve a 
medal performance. 

The CABC would like to acknowledge 
not just our National Team coaches, but 
all of those community coaches who 
have played such an important role in 
developing a sport environment that is 
encouraging and nurturing for all of the 
young athletes who have since grown 
into Olympic and Paralympic competitors. 
It has been these coaches who have 
engendered young athletes with the self 
confidence, and the passion for their sport 
which has carried on well after they have 
moved on up in their sporting careers.

There is no doubt the community coach 
can have the greatest impact on whether 
or not an athlete has such a great sporting 
experience that they want to continue to 
pursue their sport through to the highest 
level that they can possibly achieve. 
Are you providing an environment that 
might encourage the next Olympian or 
Paralympian? Are you being the best 
that you can be as a coach? Let’s all work 
together to create the best possible sport 
experience for our young athletes. Who 
knows, you might be coaching a possible 
Olympian or Paralympian right now. 

Will you be the one that they refer back to 
as “the coach that changed my life”?
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Where’s Waldo?

For those of you who were not able to be in Vancouver during the Winter Olympics, this is what the city looked like on the day that our Canadian Men’s Hockey Team won Gold. See if you can spot 
the person not wearing a maple leaf! There has never been such an outpouring of patriotism in this city, or this country. This scene was similar to the line up to buy any Olympic clothing at the Bay!
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Canadian Support Increased Public 
Investment in Own the Podium 
Initiatives for our Athletes 
As the Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games come to a close, a poll 
conducted by Angus Reid on behalf of the Sport Matters Group 
indicates that a very strong majority of Canadians (72%) support an 
increased public investment of $22 million for a program like Own 
the Podium. Despite not achieving it goal for Canada to top the total 
medals table, 2 out of 4 Canadians feel that the Own the Podium 

(OTP) initiative was worthwhile.

“We asked some very direct questions and received a very 
clear responded from Canadians. They fully support the 
investment Own the Podium has made in our Canadian 
athletes and coaches”, said Ian Bird, Senior Leader of the 

Sport Matters Group. “It’s clear that Canadians want more of 
what they’ve seen during the Games and that they value public 

support for initiatives like OTP which assist our athletes and coaches 
in their quest to be the best. This is a major shift in mindset with 
significant implications for the future direction of high performance 
sport in Canada. Leaders in Canada’s sport system have a new job ahead 
– to surpass the expectations for sport success now held by Canadians 
who have felt the impact of the results in Vancouver”.

Consistent with a poll conducted prior to the Games on February 
2nd, this poll also sought the views of Canadians on the impact of our 

athlete’s performances on a number of national priorities. Canadians hold very 
strong opinions that the results achieved at the Olympic Games in Vancouver 
have made us proud (74% very positive impact, 92% positive impact) and have 
brought us together as a nation (57% very positive impact 83% positive impact). 
Canadians also closely link the performances of Canadian athletes to their own 
motivations towards sport participation (78% positive) and physical activity 
(75% positive).

4

The Sport Matters Group is a voluntary group of  Canadian sport and physical activity leaders who 
work together to advance the important contribution that sport makes to society, to strengthen 
public policy and to promote innovation in sport systems.

Gordie Robertson was a forward who 
played with the British Columbia’s Trail 
Smoke Eaters of the Western International 
Hockey League. He was a member of 
Canada’s delegation to the 1952 Winter 
Olympic ice hockey competition. At the 
tournament he played in played in eight 
games, scored four goals, and took home 
an Olympic Gold medal, one of the last that 
Canada would see in the sport for another 
fifty years, until Salt Lake City (2002). He 
was in attendance at the hockey game 
where Team Canada won Gold at the 
Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics, and 
he was wearing his Olympic medal very 
proudly on the day.

Gordie is pictured with Ajay Patel, one of 
BC’s busiest sport volunteers. Ajay is Chef 
de Mission for Team BC, a Sport BC Board 
member, a Coaches Association of BC 
Board member, BC Athlete Voice Board 
member, and of the Chair Vancouver 
Sport Network, just to mention a few of 
his many volunteer responsibilities.

Trail Blazer

Gordie Robertson (left), former Olympian, and Ajay Patel, 
Team BC Chef  de Mission

CABC is Now Easier to 
Follow Then Ever!
After our Survey in December we have 
started working towards addressing 
the varying wants and needs from the 
membership as a whole. One question 
we asked was regarding channels of 
communication from us in the office to 
you at home and on the playing field. Just 
as there are coaches in all corners of our 
province there are coaches who prefer to 
receive updates across the spectrum of 
options available.

Our current methods of communication 
are in the forms of:

•	 A	monthly	E-Newsletter
•	 A	Quarterly	Perpective	Magazine	sent	 
 to your home
•	 Headlines	updated	several	times	a	week	 
 on our homepage
•	 Email	bulletins	/	Media	Releases	sent	 
 out on an as needed basis

We have now added two more 
communication	channels	to	this	list	-	both	
in the form of social media. Coaches 
Association of BC now has a fanpage on 
Facebook and can be followed on Twitter.

For as many positive responses regarding 
Social Media there were equally as many 
negative ones but we feel that one survey 
participant sums it up perfectly with their 
response:

“I will always prefer your ENews and 
Magazine	 and	 will	 never	 use	 Facebook,	
but I am a teacher and know why you 
probably think it’s very important... 
especially for connecting with young 
adults and new coaches”

This individual is completely right. So if 
you’re on Facebook or Twitter I encourage 
you to add us. The idea is for us to pass 
on relevant information to all coaches and 
keep communication flowing both ways.

How to find us on Facebook and Twitter:

Our	URL	for	Twitter	is	www.twitter.com/
CoachesBC (@CoachesBC in twitter talk). 
Typing this into your browser will guide 
you right to us.

The easiest way to find us on Facebook is 
simply by searching “Coaches Association 
of BC” in the search function and join the 
fan page.

Don’t Leave Home Without It!
Going to a tournament? Travelling for pleasure? Make sure you take a copy of BC 
Coaches	Perspective	Magazine	with	you	and	have	a	photo	taken	for	our	newest	contest.		
All submissions will be entered into a draw, and one winner every three months will 
receive	a	CABC	prize	package.	We	will	print	the	winner’s	photo	and	a	selection	of	others	
in Perspective.

1. You must be a member of CABC.

2. Have someone take a photo of yourself holding a copy of BC Coaches 
Perspective	 (magazine	 must	 be	 visible),	 with	 the	 background	
showing where you are.

3.	E-mail	a	high	quality	digital	photo	to	news@coaches.bc.ca.

4. Tell us where the photo was taken and why you were there.

5. Very briefly tell us about yourself (hometown, what you coach, etc.).

6.	Give	 us	 your	 name,	 phone	 #,	 address,	 e-mail	 address	 (this	 information	 won’t 
be published).

Don’t Leave Home Without It!
Coach Karen McLaren, with her new crop of 
speed skaters, holding her latest edition 
of Coaches Perspective down at McArthur 
Island Sports Centre in Kamloops.

Karen started her skating career at the 
age of 7 and she hasn’t looked back. 
Karen was one of the CABC’s Coach of 
the Year Award winners this past year 
and has a great legacy of superb athletes 
she has coached. While she was living in 

Chetwynd, Karen was the first coach of 
Denny and Jay Morrison. It was through 
her love of the sport, and the passion and 
fun that she brought to the ice each and 
every practice, which inspired these two 
great athletes. Remember these young 
faces below, as they might be future 
Olympians in the years ahead.

Take Perspective with you, send us a photo, and 
you too can be featured in the magazine.
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Athletes often develop compensation movement patterns as a result of  their participation in sport. The demands 
of  athletics can initiate physical changes that impede performance and increase risk of  injury unless they are 
counteracted.

It is the role of the coach and trainer to 
identify the biomechanics of their sport 
and subsequently use their analysis to 
guide training and conditioning.

Prime mover muscles (which are 
responsible for large force production) 
such as the pectorals and hip flexors tend 
to be overactive and prone to tightness. 
Tightness typically corresponds to 
weakness in the opposing muscle group 
and subsequently, alters movement 
mechanics.	 Stabilizer	 muscles	 such	
as	 rhomboids,	 lower	 trapezius	and	 the	
gluteal complex are prone to weakness. 
The	 above-mentioned	 shoulder	 and	
hip muscle imbalances are the culprits 
behind numerous injuries.

What does a compensation movement 
pattern look like (Fig. 1)? Have a look at 
your athlete’s overhead squat. Ask your 
athlete to stand with feet shoulder width 
apart and press a dowel rod overhead 
from a 90° elbow angle. The heels must 
remain grounded and elbows straight. 
An ideal squat should have:

•	Thighs	below	parallel	with	the	
ground

•	Knees	track	in	line	with	the	2nd	toe

•	Torso	and	shin	angles	are	parallel

•	Hands	remain	overhead

spine and hip flexor immobility tend to 
be the culprits behind increased forward 
bending or arching during the squat. This 
inefficient movement can compromise 
jumping performance and possibly result 
in low back pain (Fig. 4). 

Compensation: Athlete’s spinal angle not parallel with 
shin angle

Possible tight muscles: thoracic spine and hip flexors 

Possible weak muscles: gluteal complex and core 
stabilizers

Corrective strategies: improve thoracic spine and hip 
flexor mobility and retrain the gluteal activation with 
core stabilization – i.e. Hip Flexor Stretch: Start in a ½ 
kneeling position with a vertical spine and arms extended 
at shoulder height. Push down on object to contract core 
musculature and stabilize the torso. Allow hips to translate 
forward with the spine vertical (no forward bending or low 

Injury Prevention Improves 
Performance
Optimizing Function for Volleyball Players

By Spencer Holowachuk

back arching). Hold contraction for 5 seconds, relax, and 
repeat 5 times focusing on achieving a greater stretch 
each repetition. (Figure 5)

Knees

Jumper’s knee is an all too common 
injury among volleyball players. 
Although high jump frequency 
increases risk of injury, much of the 
dysfunction can be prevented and 
corrected. The knee is a hinge joint 
that allows leg flexion and extension. 
Excessive rotation and inward deviation 
of the knee occur as a result of poor 
hip stability and control. Knees are 
often the victims of hip dysfunction. 
The	hips	function	to	stabilize	the	trunk	
and pelvis and transfer force from the 
lower extremities to the spine; however, 
when hip function is impaired knee 
malalignment occurs and leads to 
reduced power output and increased 
risk of injury (Fig. 6).

Compensation: Knee’s deviate inwards (not aligned with 
2nd toe) 

Possible tight muscles: adductors (inner thigh muscles) 

Possible weak muscles: gluteal complex

Corrective strategies: stretch adductors and retrain the 
glute activation  – i.e. Bridge With Leg Lock: Hold tennis 
ball between rib cage and bent leg. Hold this leg position 
to lock the lumbar spine. Focus on activating glute muscle 
of  the grounded leg.  Activate glute enough to lift hips 
off  of  the ground. Hold elevated position for 2 seconds. 
Perform 2-3 sets of  6-12 repetitions/leg. (Figure 7) 

Regardless of your athlete’s skill 
level or training cycle they will benefit 
from having their movement patterns 
assessed and corrected. Athletes who 
move well will be more efficient and 
less prone to injury. If your athlete 
is experiencing pain they should 

(figure 1)

(figure 4) (figure 6) (figure 7 - Start/Finish)

(figure 5 - Start/Finish)

Figure 2

Figure 3

The overhead squat acts as an 
effective screening tool and highlights 3 
injury prone areas in volleyball players: 
shoulders, low back and knees. 

Shoulders

Spiking and blocking actions 
require high anterior force production 
and shoulder girdle stability. When 
the athlete lacks sufficient shoulder 
stability and mobility the following 
compensation may result (Fig. 2 and 3).

Compensation: Athlete’s hands fall in front of  their toes

Possible tight muscles: pectoralis major and latissimus 
dorsi

Possible weak muscles: shoulder retractors (i.e. middle/
lower trapeus, rhomboids)

Corrective strategies: stretch tight muscles and retrain 
the retraction movement pattern – i.e. T Exercise: Hinge 
at hips keeping back flat. Allow arms to hang with thumbs 
out. Squeeze shoulder blades together in a slow and 
controlled manner to produce a T body position. Hold 
T position with thumbs pointed towards the ceiling for 2 
seconds. Perform 2-3 sets of  6-12 repetitions.

2. Low Back 

The torso and shin angles should be 
parallel in the bottom of a squat. Thoracic 

consult with a physiotherapist for an 
assessment, therapy and a corrective 
exercise plan. 

For more information on how to 
improve your volleyball performance 
through	 sport-specific	 conditioning	
please contact Sideout Fitness Inc. at 
info@sideoutfitness.ca.   

References

Boyle, M. (2004). Functional Training 
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Many coaches do this naturally without fully understanding 
what	periodization	is.

Russian Physiologist Leo Metveyev and Romanian 
sport	 scientist	 Tudor	 Bompa	 expanded	 and	 organized	 the	
periodization	model	 and	 have	 been	 regarded	 as	 the	 fathers	
of	modern	periodization.	Since	the	1960s,	other	coaches	and	
exercise physiologists have added to the original models, 
creating	 “modified”	 periodization	 models.	 However,	 despite	
the differing terminology amongst scientist and practitioners, 
the	 scientific	 basis	 for	 periodization	 remains	 a	 common	
ground.

Periodic training systems typically divide time up into three 
types of cycles: microcycle, mesocycle, and macrocycle. 

•	The	microcycle	is	generally	up	to	7	days.	

•	The	mesocycle	may	be	anywhere	from	2	weeks	to	a	few	
months, but is typically a month. 

•	A	macrocycle	refers	to	the	overall	training	period,	usually	
representing a year or two.

•	There	are	generally	different	phases	and	subphases	within	
every macrocycle

•	There	are	longer	cycles	as	well	for	the	Olympian,	being	
4 or 8 years, and the career plan which is usually only 
considered for Olympians and professional athletes.

These cycles of varying length are obviously oriented in a way 
to have an athlete or team in peak performance for a targeted 
time, event, or race. For example an athlete’s macrocycle 

might be developed to peak at a national championship a year 
away. From this date an athlete and coach can then construct 
appropriate meso and microcycles that they feel will enable 
the athlete to be in peak shape at that targeted date. 

We	 now	 have	 an	 excerpt	 from	 a	 Q&A	 done	 with	 Tudor	
Bompa	 surrounding	 the	 topic	of	 periodization	 and	 coaching	
taken	 from	 Peak	 Performance	 UK	 -	 http://www.pponline.
co.uk/:

What’s the difference between the periodization 
methods that evolved in the Fifties and those of the 
present day?

The	 difference	 between	 periodization	 in	 the	 1950s	 and	
nowadays is that 1) we have created several variations of 
periodization	and	2)	 in	our	planning	and	periodized	 training	
we apply sports science more effectively. With research and 
through the efforts of top coaches we constantly discover 
and produce better information that enriches the science of 
training.

We are particularly interested in your work on the 
development of sport-specific strength – where did this 
interest develop?

In 1963, Mihaela Penes, a junior javelin thrower from 
Romania, was left without a coach when she moved to another 
city. I was approached to help her. I applied what is now 
known	as	the	‘periodization	of	strength’	to	her	training.	At	that	
time nobody regarded maximum strength (‘MxS’) as a key 
determinant of power.

Periodization
With Tudor Bompa

Sample Periodized Training Plan

Periodization is an organized approach to training that involves the progressive cycling of  various aspects of  
a training program during a specific period of  time. It is a way of  alternating training to its peak during season. 

The logic of the time – and one that is still held by many 
coaches today – was that since power is the dominant ability in 
javelin, for example, it (power) has to be trained all the time. 
However, my logic was different. Since power is a function of 
MxS, you have to develop MxS first and then convert it into 
power, prior to participating in major competitions. Many 
coaches ridiculed me for training MxS. They said that ‘MxS 
will make you slow’!

However, the knowledge we now have of exercise 
physiology justifies what I believed back then and still believe 
in:	that	is,	the	scope	of	MxS	to	recruit	more	fast-twitch	(speed-	
and	 power-producing)	 muscle	 fibres.	 This	 contrasts	 with	
power training, which increases the discharge (firing) rate of 
the muscle fibres.

During my first winter with Mihaela I tested my theory 
and	realized	that	levels	of	power	were	much	higher	following	
the	 periodization	 of	 strength.	 This	 was	 in	 contrast	 to	 other	
athletes who followed the standard training methodology of 
year-round	 power	 training.	 This	 was	 further	 vindicated	 by	
practice, as Mihaela achieved outstanding testing results and 
a national senior record.

You said there are different periodization models…

Yes – the double (two peaks), and triple (three peaks) 
periodization	models	resulted	from	detailed	studies.	

In	 the	 1960s,	 most	 athletes	 used	 a	 mono-cycle,	 or	 one-
peak annual plan – this used to be a typical plan in track and 
field.	At	 first,	 I	 also	 used	 the	 one-peak	 annual	 plan	
in rowing, too. But it soon became apparent that the 
best performance was achieved in early summer 
(June) and could not be replicated in the late summer 
(August) – during the World Rowing Championships, 
for example – with these methods. 

This	failure	made	me	critically	analyze	what	I	was	
doing with my athletes. More testing and research 
followed	and	I	finally	realized	that	 for	sports	where	
a coach has to plan at least two peaks per season, 
he/she	has	to	use	a	plan	which	I	called,	at	that	time,	
‘double-peak	periodization’.	

An example: between the first peak in June and 
the	 second	 peak	 in	 August,	 I	 had	 to	 put	 in	 a	mini-	
preparatory phase (involving mostly MxS and power 
training). A very short transition period was also 
included in June, at the end of the first peak – this 
lasted for two weeks. The result, the following year, 
was two world champions in rowing. 

This	variation	of	periodization	evolved	into	what	I	
now	call	a	‘bi-cycle’	or	‘double-peak’	annual	plan.

Has periodization theory changed significantly?

There have been a number of articles recently, 
touting	‘the	end	of	periodization’.	These,	to	me,	just	

supplant	 linear	 periodization	 with	 undulating	 periodization	
(UP). I read such an article and was very disappointed to 
realize	 that	 the	 author	 confused	 loading	 patterns	 with	 the	
periodization	of	training!

And what is undulating periodization?

So-called	undulating	periodization	is	nothing	but	changes	to	
the patterns and magnitude of training loads during a week of 
training.	Olympic	weight-lifting	athletes	have	used	variations	
of loading patterns for generations. Since the Sixties, the 
variation of loading magnitude per week has also been used 
in	 most	 sports,	 matching	 strength-training	 intensities	 to	
the intensities planned for specific training days (days with 
low, medium, or high intensity training, for instance). This is 
better expressed as alternating training loads as a percentage 
of 1RM.

What makes a successful coach?

A few simple comments… have an inquisitive mind! 
Experience	 as	 many	 methods	 as	 possible	 to	 realize	 what	
works best. Beware of salesmen!  Always challenge instructors 
promoting ‘novelties’!  Read, read, and read again! You’ll find 
out what is good and what is…trash!   

In the Member’s Portal on our website at www.coaches.bc.ca 
we have a list of Human Kinetics books – one of which is titled 
Periodization	(by	Bompa	and	Haff)	–	you	can	follow	the	link	to	the	
Human Kinetics website and purchase it for a very reasonable price.
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athletes listen to loud music and get 
pumped up before a game, and others 
need to use breathing exercises while 
listening to calming music.

The following three techniques 
can be practiced for relaxation – 
breathing techniques, the narrowing 
grid exercise, and a sample guided 
imagery.

It is not enough to be physically ready to compete. To perform at one’s best you must also be mentally 
and emotionally prepared. The pregame routine is an essential component to achieving peak performance. It 
involves training your mind to interact with your body at optimal levels, often characterized by being mentally 
and physically relaxed, confident and optimistic, focused on the present, highly energized, extraordinarily aware, 
and in control. Being able to relax in situations of  high pressure is the basis of  control of  your physical, mental, 
and emotional processes. By changing the focus of  attention, relaxation reduces muscle tension and anxiety. 

5.	Hold	the	inhalation	for	3	-	5	
seconds. 

6. Force all the air out of your lungs 
in this exhalation and “let go” of all 
the muscular tension in your chest 
and abdomen.

Rhythmic Breathing: Rhythmic 
breathing is a slightly more 
sophisticated version of complete 
breathing in that you coordinate 
breathing patterns with a measured, 
external count. In this method 
you slowly count to four as you 
inhale, count to four as you hold the 
inhalation, count to four as you exhale 
and then count to four once again as 
you hold the exhalation. 

Ratio Breathing: Ratio breathing 
requires	an	inhale/exhale	ratio	of	1:2.	
If you count to four as you inhale, you 
count to eight as you exhale. This 
method requires a deep, full breath 
at the start and it forces you to be 
more conscious of controlling your 
exhalations and inhalations.

Narrowing Grid Exercise

The grid has 100 numbers ranging 
from 00 to 99 scattered randomly. 
Starting with the number 00 and 
timing yourself for one minute, begin 
to find each number in numerical 
order. See how high you can get 
before the end of the minute. If you 
can identify 30+ numbers in sequence 
within	 one-minute	 then	 you	 have	 a	
good ability to narrow your attention 
and focus on the task at hand. If not, 

Mental Training
Relaxation Techniques

By Laura Watson
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The inverted U hypothesis 
describes the relationship between 
performance and arousal level. At a 
certain point of arousal an athlete’s 
performance is optimal, but at a 
point of being under aroused or 
over aroused the performance level 
declines. This optimal level of arousal 
is different for every athlete and is 
something that they must learn before 
trying to use it in a competition. Some 

Breathing Techniques for 
Relaxation

These techniques require practice 
since breathing properly is a skill that 
you must learn, but practice can take 
place at any time and place. 

Complete Breathing: The 
advantage of complete breathing 
is that you can achieve momentary 
relaxation with one breath. One or two 
breaths immediately before a game or 
shift can have a calming effect on your 
mental state.

1. Imagine your lungs as being 
divided into three levels: lower, 
middle, and upper. 

2. When you start to inhale, focus on 
filling the lower level with air by 
pushing your diaphragm down and 
your stomach out. 

3. In continuing inhalation, fill the 
middle level by expanding your chest 
cavity and raising your rib cage. 

4. Fill the upper level by raising your 
chest and shoulders slightly. 

practice without timing yourself. Just 
the ability to focus on the numbers 
may be enough to develop this skill.

To increase the difficulty or to vary 
the activity, you may choose to start at 
a different number each time, start at 
a higher number and work down, play 
loud music, or listen to the TV or radio 
for distractions. The more you are 
able to narrow your attentional focus 
with distractions, the more likely you 
will be able to narrow your attentional 
focus during important games.

Guided Imagery Session

Adapted from Porter, K. and J. Foster 
(1990)	Visual	Athletics.	Visualizations	
for peak sports performance. Wm. C. 
Brown Publishers: Dubuque, IA.

The following Guided Imagery 
session can be used to practice and 
achieve relaxation with your athletes. 
Have your athletes find a relaxing 
position, sitting or lying down, where 
they can hear you. Instruct them to 
stay as still as possible throughout the 
session, as any movements can disturb 
the people around them. Slowly read 
through the session, pausing to let the 
athletes focus on their breathing and 
the words. You can do this with your 
athletes in different environments. 
As with all mental training tools, the 
more it is used the more useful of a 
tool it becomes. Consider recording 
this session, at the appropriate pace, 
so that your athletes can use this on 
their own, with their ipod, to help 
them relax.

A. Introduction

“Settle down 
into yourself, 
putting your focus 
inside your body... 
having your hands 
and feet resting 
c o m f o r t a b l y .  
Begin to exhale 
and inhale... 
breathing slowly 
and rhythmically... 
b r e a t h i n g 

in... breathing out... breathing in 
relaxation... breathing out tension.  
Focus on your chest, letting that part 
in the center of your chest, your heart 
center, relax... allow it to soften and 
relax... feeling safe and comfortable.  
Feel a sense of relaxation flowing 
from the top of your head down into 
your face and jaw... into your neck and 
throat.  The relaxation flows into your 
shoulders... down your arms to your 
hands and fingers.  The relaxation 
flows into your chest and back... 
through your abdomen and stomach.  
It flows into your hips... down into your 
thighs and into your knees... down 
through your legs all the way into 
your feet and toes.  Feel your whole 
body being relaxed and centered... at 
peace... quiet.  Feel comfortable and 
clam, breathing easily and deeply.  
Breathing in relaxation and breathing 
out tension.”  

“In your mind see yourself at your 
best ever performance level... feel the 
feeling.  Remember that confidence 
and power you felt… when you 
performed at your peak.  With great 
intensity and focus... feeling good 
and performing well.  When your 
performance just flowed... easily and 
without effort... performing well and 
feeling relaxed and easy in your body.  
Remember that feeling of control and 
confidence... of being at the top of 
your game.  See yourself and imagine 
yourself being the athlete that you 
are... knowing you belong… feeling 
good about what you are doing and 
how you are performing.  Knowing 
deep down inside that you are on 
outstanding player... feel yourself 
looking, performing, and feeling 
confident and relaxed. You are proud, 
powerful, and in control.”

CONT’D ON PAGE 13

The Inverted-U Relationship between Arousal and Performance
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There are many coaches out there 
who	 recognize	 that	 in	 order	 to	 be	
‘certified’ in the new NCCP that they 
will need to be ‘evaluated’. What is 
this ‘evaluation’ and how does it occur. 
Below are a few of the questions that 
have come up regarding the ‘evaluation’ 
process and some clarity around how 
this will unfold.

I hear I don’t have to go through the 
training anymore to become certified, 
I just have to be successfully 
evaluated. Is that correct?

As a fundamental principle in a 
competency/outcomes-based	 program	
coaches have the opportunity to 
demonstrate prior knowledge and 
experience to enable them to access the 
evaluation component without having 
completed the NCCP training. If an 
individual can demonstrate that they 
possess the competencies required, 
then it is possible to be successful 
in the evaluation process without 
participating in the training. Typically, 
that occurs when a coach has extensive 
prior knowledge and experience. 

For example, a coach with 10 years 
experience in one sport may be able to 
coach a new sport in which he or she 
has previously played by transferring 
many of the skills learned. Another 
example is if an individual was a high 
performance athlete who was a veteran 
leader and informally acted as an 
assistant coach, they may feel as though 
they have the ability to go directly to 
the evaluation process for some of the 
outcomes. 

Coaches will be trained during 
the NCCP training to be able to 
meet the evaluation standards and 
requirements. Coaches who have a 
limited background in the sport or who 
have not been involved in the sport 
for a long period of time are strongly 
recommended to participate in the 
training options available. While it is 
true that, theoretically, the training can 
be skipped, a number of sports will have 
the	prerogative	to	institute	a	screening/
application process for individuals 
with prior learning and experience OR 
require all coaches to participate in 
the training process to ensure that the 
people who are accessing that option 
truly do have the knowledge and 
experience required to successfully 
complete the evaluation requirements. 

The feedback from coaches who have 
gone through the evaluation process in 
the pilot format is that this process was 
the single most valuable and influential 
element in their development as a coach 
that they have experienced up until 
that point because someone actually 
measured them against a standard 
and gave them very specific and direct 
feedback.

What does an evaluation look like 
and how much time will be devoted 
to it?

There are a variety of options 
for evaluation. The key will be to 
determine which options work best for 
which context, outcome, criteria, etc. 
Potential evaluation options currently 
include	 one-on-one	 interviews,	 on-site	

observations,	 self-evaluation,	 peer	
evaluation, videotape submissions, 
written submissions, and presentations. 
The evaluation should be designed 
as an opportunity to identify what 
coaches are currently able to do given 
the standards and what, if anything, 
requires additional work before they 
are able to meet the standards. Once 
coaches are confident that they have 
improved	 upon	 remaining	 outcomes/
criteria	 they	could	be	 re-evaluated	 just	
for	 those	 outcomes/criteria.	 The	 time	
devoted to evaluation will be dependant 
upon the type of evaluation options 
that are decided upon by each sport. It 
is critical to shift some of the current 
thinking and views of evaluation away 
from being the mechanism used as 
a last resort to “get rid of a coach” 
and towards the role of evaluation in 
assisting coaches in their development 
and progress.

Do I need to be reevaluated after 
a certain time period or is the 
certification forever?

Certification is valid for up to five 
years. Some sports have a shorter 
expiry date for certification. Whatever 
the timeframe allowed, coaches 
must participate in the professional 
development activities identified by 
their NSO and aligned with NCCP 
minimum standards to maintain their 
certification. If coaches keep their 
professional development up to date, 
reevaluation is not required. If a coach 
allows his or her certification to lapse, 
there will be additional requirements – 
these are yet to be determined.

What are the NCCP Minimum 
Standards for evaluation 
requirements in Competition – 
Introduction?

Evaluation for ‘certification’ is 
required. Four of seven generic 
outcomes must be evaluated for 
certification. There are two compulsory 
outcomes:

•		Make	Ethical	Decisions	outcome	
that includes the evaluation of all 
required criteria using the CAC 
online evaluation software.

•		Support	to	Athletes	in	Training	
that includes the evaluation of 
required criteria during an onsite 
or	video	observation	of	a	practice/
session by an external Evaluator 
utilizing	context-specific	athletes/
participants.

And minimum of 2 of the following:
•		Plan	a	Practice	outcome	that	

includes the evaluation of required 
criteria found in one practice plan 
and an EAP completed by the coach.

•		Analyze	Performance	outcome	that	
includes the evaluation of required 
criteria	while	utilizing	context-
specific	athletes/participants	during	
an onsite or video observation of a 
practice/session	OR	an	alternative	
as approved by CAC. The NSO 
must identify the pool of athlete 
skills/tactics	that	align	with	their	
Long-Term	Athlete	Development	
model (LTAD). This pool will form 
the basis of the requirements for 
certification, and the NSO must 
select	a	subset	of	these	skills/tactics	
that are identified as critical.

•	Design	a	Sport	Program	including	
the evaluation of required criteria 
in a Season Plan completed by the 
coach OR an alternative as approved 
by CAC. 

•	Support	the	Competitive	Experience	
outcome that includes the evaluation 
of required criteria during an onsite 
or video observation of a competitive 
experience.

•	Manage	a	Program	outcome	that	
includes the evaluation of no less 
than	two	athlete/team	progress	
reports (of the same athlete or 
team) completed by the coach OR 
an evaluation of essential criteria 
utilizing	a	360°	evaluation	process	
involving key stakeholders such as 
club president, head coach, parents, 
peer coaches, and athletes OR an 
alternative as approved by CAC.

For answers to other questions that 
you might have around the NCCP 
Evaluation process, please visit the 
Coaching of Canada website at: 
h t t p : / / w w w . c o a c h . c a / e n g /
cer t i f i c a t i on/documents/FAQ_
Evaluation_Feb06.pdf			

NCCP Evaluation
What is it and When Does it Occur?
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B. Body

“Imagine yourself performing at the 
top of your game. You are focused and 
centered on the game, and you know 
you are paying attention to the action in 
the game.  You know what’s happening 
all the time... you are aware and alert, 
ready for anything that happens.  The 
crowd noise is in the background... it 
does not affect you... you take energy 
from it.  You are focused on the 
action... you are playing... and you are 
concentrating well... with intensity and 
power. You are enjoying yourself... if you 
make a mistake, you quickly let go of it... 
putting your concentration and focus 
on the game ahead.  Letting go easily... 
always aware... keeping pace with the 
tempo of the game.  You are quick and 
strong, and you really enjoy being in the 
game… doing everything the way you 
want to do it.  Feel all those feelings of 
power, confidence, and control surge 
through your body.  Playing hard and 
intensely... with a certain relaxation of 

Mental Training
Cont’d from page 11 
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mind and body... flowing with the game. 
Think of a word to represent this state 
of mind and being... saying your word 
to yourself brings up those feelings of 
confidence.  Remembering that your 
word connects you with that state of 
mind	and	the	state	of	excellence	&	peak	
performance.  Feeling it in your mind 
&	body...	 knowing	 you	 have	what	 you	
need to be successful.” 

“Imagine yourself in a big game 
situation... an important game... 
knowing it’s OK to feel a little nervous... 
and knowing that it’s a natural thing.  
You tell yourself, “It’s OK that I’m 
nervous, it’s part of being prepared. I 
let go of worry easily, I am strong and 
confident.”  See yourself being very 
confident... knowing you are making 
your opponents work hard to keep up 
with you. If you see an opportunity, you 
go for it... making that commitment... 
following through without hesitancy.  
You	 are	 in	 the	 zone,	 in	 an	 instant…	
stopping, looking, choosing your move, 
and committing to an action.  Whatever 
that action is, you are doing it right.  You 
are in charge… you are effective. You 
let go of any worry about what people 

are thinking... all you care about is 
playing with focus and intensity. You tell 
yourself, “I’m focused on the game and 
I’m playing for myself, having fun and 
enjoying it.  I’m a good team player... 
I support the whole team... we all help 
each other.  I get better and better 
with each game... I am more and more 
relaxed with each passing day.”

C. Conclusion

“Allow yourself to experience it 
fully, knowing you can call up this 
total experience any time you choose.  
Slowly let the images fade... and 
become aware of your body sitting in 
the chair or lying down.  Know that 
with every competition you are going 
to get stronger and stronger, and more 
confident.  When I count to three, you 
may open your eyes... feeling relaxed, 
refreshed, and ready for the rest of the 
day... ready to go out and play.  One... 
move your hands and feet, taking a deep 
breath and letting it out with a sigh.  
Two... move your neck and shoulders, 
stretching.  And three... open your eyes 
when you are ready.”   
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Vancouver has played host to the 
largest international sporting event 
there is. The Games have come and 
gone, leaving Vancouver with a city wide 
epidemic of ‘Post Olympic Depression’ 
that will take time to get over.

As coaches, there are some important 
lessons we can take from the Games 
to better our athletes and better 
ourselves. The following are ten lessons 
we’ve learned to teach and encourage 
our athletes.

1. BE PROUD OF WHAT YOU DO

Skeleton	 gold-medalist	 Jon	
Montgomery held nothing back, giving 
us moments that will stay with us 
forever.	 From	 his	 two-foot	 leap	 to	 the	
top	 of	 the	 podium	 to	 his	 now-famous	
walk through the Whistler Village, 
Jon showed his pride in what he 
represented.

2. SPORT IS YOUR FAMILY

Losing her mother just two days 
before she took to the ice, Joannie 
Rochette proved this to us when the 
support of her coaches and competitors 
carried	 her	 to	 the	 bronze	 medal	
in figure skating. We forget what 
an impact sport has on us, but it’s 
important to remember how influential 
those relationships are.

3. IT’S AMAZING WHAT THE 
 CROWD CAN DO 

Anyone who cheered for speed 
skating at the Richmond Oval, or curling 
at the Vancouver Olympic Center, will 
know the impact of the crowd. At some 
points the curlers couldn’t even call to 
their teammates because the cheering 
was so powerful. In that final gold 
medal game, when the fans broke out 
into “Oh Canada”, the men’s team had 
to stop because they couldn’t pretend to 
ignore them any longer.  It’s important 
to remember that the positive cheers 
from the parents and fans in the stands 
can have a big impact on our athletes, 
as can less than positive cheering. 
Providing the parent’s with some 
suggested cheers can go a long way to 
creating this atmosphere.

4. DON’T EVER GIVE UP

If there’s one person that 
demonstrated	 this,	 it	 was	 Jasey-Jay	
Anderson. Competing in his 4th and 
final Olympic Winter Games, he is 
Canada’s most decorated snowboarder 
but still chased that elusive gold medal. 
Finally, at the age of 34, his hard work 
and dedication paid off with his first 
place finish in Men’s Parallel Giant 
Slalom. It’s this kind of work ethic year 
in and year out that pays dividends 
down the road as an athlete.

5. YOUR TEAMMATES 

Martin Brodeur was one of the most 
decorated members on the Canadian 
Men’s Hockey Team, but in a one strike 
and you’re out style tournament like 
the Olympic Games, Coach Babcock 
had to go with what was working in 
the present – and that was Roberto 
Luongo. Did Brodeur pout about it? 
No… he worked as an active member 
of the team providing support for his 
teammates. After all, he has more 
experience in high pressure situations 
than almost anyone else on the team so 
who better to talk to on the bench when 
you’re in doubt.

6. CHEER FOR THE OPPOSITION

It	 is	 such	 a	 love-hate	 relationship	
we share with our neighbours to the 
south which was truly illustrated when 
you were wandering around downtown 
Vancouver after the gold medal hockey 
game. It was incredible how many USA 
fans offered their congratulations and 
praise for our win. They weren’t trying 
to start a fight or argue the outcome, 
they simply smiled and joined in the 
hugging and cheering that followed the 
victory that won’t be forgotten. Another 
example was the ‘strange’ atmosphere 
at the curling rink during round robin 
play where a packed stadium full of red 
and white was still cheering wildly down 

to the ice – even though the Canadian’s 
had already finished up. The whole 
stadium was cheering for whoever had 
the rock – nationality didn’t matter, it 
was the Olympics!

7. IT ACTUALLY TAKES 10 
 YEARS...

As it turns out, it actually takes 
ten years or ten thousand hours of 
dedicated training to become an elite 
athlete (Canadian Sport for Life). Just 
ask Tessa Virtue and Scott Moyer who 
trained for 13 years together to earn 
their spot at the top of the podium. So 
when we try to encourage our young 
athletes to reach the elite, remember 
there is a lot of hard work required 
in front of them. Even if they show 
incredible skill early on. 

8. WEAR YOUR COLOURS WITH 
 PRIDE 

The images on TV, in the newspaper, 
and all over the media illustrated a sea 
of red from Robson Square to Cole 
Harbour, NS. Face paint, red and white 
gear, Canadian flags attached to hockey 
sticks and the forever famous red mitts 
were an ever present feature in any 
public forum across Canada. It’s okay to 
be passionate and take pride in yourself 
or	your	team/club.	There	is	something	
to be said for being proud of your 
home colours.

9. IT’S OKAY TO BE BOLD 

Although we may not have completely 
‘Owned the Podium (OTP)’ we rented 
out the penthouse suite for the next four 
years. Many international media outlets 
criticized	the	audacious	OTP	campaign	
saying it flies in the face of Olympic 
ideals. London 2012’s CEO Lord Seb 
Coe disagreed saying “you have to 
understand the nature of the [Olympic] 
Games and this nation’s history” oh, 
and hey… it worked! Canada set the 
goal of Owning the Podium and it was 
bold – attainable, but bold – there is 
nothing wrong with doing this as long 
as you’re respecting yourself, your 
sport and your competitors.

10. PROPER PLANNING INCUBATES 
 SUCCESS 

After the first few days the media was 
about to write off the Games because 
of a string of ‘hiccups’, poor weather 
conditions and a devastating tragedy. 
Half way through the Games people 
were beginning to see a different 2010 
and by February 28th people all around 
the world were hailing the Games a 
huge success with record numbers in 
worldwide viewership. This was partly 
due to VANOC’s ability to react quickly 
and easily to a host of issues that arose. 
They were able to because they properly 
planned for adversity and knew that 
things are never perfect when you host 
an event of this magnitude.

As this goes to print we are both 
getting pumped for the second wave of 
Olympic and Paralympic fever as the 
Paralympic Opening Ceremonies are 
days away. We do predict that many 
more lessons can be learned with these 
Games that will encourage you and your 
athletes in areas such as hard work, 
dedication and the ability to overcome 
obstacles and never let anything stand 
in your way.  

What Have We Learned from 
the 2010 Winter Olympic 
and Paralympic Games?
By Laura Watson & Will Stewart
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Marcel 
Lacroix
Head Coach of  the Canadian Long 
Track Speed Skating Team

Now that the Games are over, 
Coaches Perspective caught up with 
Marcel Lacroix for some thoughts 
on the Olympic Speedskating Team’s 
results.

“When it comes to highlights of the 
Games, the Gold medals by Christine 
Nesbitt, and the Men’s Team Pursuit, 
definitely were on the top of my list.” 
While there were many who thought 
that the Men’s Team wouldn’t be near 
the podium, Marcel was confident in 
their ability to rise to the occasion. The 
team had been training extremely hard 
for this event, and he was confident 
that the team would definitely medal. 
Winning gold was the icing on the cake.

The pressure of competing at home 
was definitely there. Although they 
had trained for possible distractions, 
nothing could have prepared them 
for the reception that they received 
for each and every race. “Getting a 
standing ovation prior to the race 
starting is unheard of in this sport, and 
regaining focus on the starting line was 
a challenge for many of the athletes. 
Their usual routines before the start 
were altered significantly.” Christine 
Nesbitt’s experience at the start of the 
Speed Skating competitive schedule,

Reflections on the Winter and Paralympic Games 2010

CONT’D ON PAGE 18
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Kelsey Serwa
2010 Olympic Ski Cross Team

By Kelsey Serwa

Marni Abbott Peter, Mayor of  the Whistler Athlete’s Village, reflects on how the 2010 Paralympics will effect the 
growth of  the Paralympic movement in Canada, and around the world. Marni is a former member of  the Women’s 
National Wheelchair Basketball Team that won three consecutive Paralympic Gold medals and World Championships. 
She is also a BC Sports Hall of  Fame Inductee and was named the BC Wheelchair Sports Association’s Female 
Athlete of  the Century.

Opening ceremonies were 
amazing,	 that	 is	 once	 we	
started the parade into BC 

place.  It was exhilarating to see all 
of the people that came to support 
us at the start of our journey into the 
Games.  The crowd worked together 
to perform a light show that lit up the 
entire stadium. 

I felt prepared coming into the games and 
I don’t think I would have changed a thing.  
All throughout the summer we attended 
seminars that informed us of what the 
Games were going to be like, how we 
should deal with our family, and how to 
deal with the media and other external 
pressures.  No matter how much someone 
told me that the Olympics were not going 
to feel like just another competition, I 
couldn’t understand this until I actually 
experienced it.

“I was so cool walking into 
the lounges and hanging 
out with world famous 
athletes.  I was marveled 
to see the Olympic 
champions walking 
through the village only a 
few hours after I saw them 
compete on TV.” 

Without Own The Podium, the Canadian 
Ski Cross team would not exist.  For the 
last three years, Own The Podium has 
supplied the team with 90% of our budget.  
As a new sport to the Olympics, it was hard 

to get team sponsors to help with funding.  
Own the Podium was the solution to this 
problem and we owe every gold medal the 
team has achieved to these people.

The athlete’s village in Vancouver was 
phenomenal. It was so cool walking into 
the lounges and hanging out with world 
famous athletes.  I was marveled to see 
the Olympic champions walking through 
the village only a few hours after I saw 
them compete on TV.  With the home 
field advantage, the Canadian athletes 
also had our own personal lounge where 
we were able to access the internet, grab 
a snack, play some games, and watch the 
competitions in comfort.  

On one of my days off I was able to get 
out of the village and take a walk down 
Robson Street in downtown Vancouver.  
The street was filled from store window 
to store window with fans wearing the 
Canadian Olympic gear from the HBC 
store.		It	was	amazing	to	see	the	number	of	
people that came to support our countries 
athletes throughout those two weeks.  I 
wrote in my blog that it is the spectators 
that make the Olympics so phenomenal.  
As an athlete, we are competing against 
the same people, dealing with the same 
conditions, and have an expectation to 
perform. But, we have never before had a 
crowd of 10, 000 people chant our names 
from the bottom of the hill as we were in 
the start gate.  We have never had millions 
of people turn on their televisions to watch 
us race.  We have never had that much 
support in all of our races combined, than 
we had at the Olympic Games.  

Paint the Town Red was a fantastic idea 
to show Canada’s colors and to unite the 
spectators with the athletes throughout 
the duration of the games.  Like I said 
before,	it	was	amazing	to	see	the	number	

of people supporting the Olympic wear, all 
with CANADA stamped on the clothing.  I 
felt special to be one of those people that 
had the opportunity to make my country 
proud. 

The best memory for me at the games was 
watching my teammate Ashleigh win the 
gold medal right after I had won the small 
finals.  There’s nothing better than having 
the confidence in knowing that it could 
be any one of us.  I also enjoyed watching 
Canada score the winning goal in the gold 
medal hockey game.  All the Canadian 
athletes were watching in anticipation in 
our athletes lounge.  After the replay we 
all stepped outside and could hear the 
cheering coming from BC Place. 

Dream big, and don’t set limits for 
yourself.  I used to envision my final 
placement in a race even before the 
competition happened. It wasn’t until I 
learned how to block this out of my brain 
that I was able to become successful.  I 
feel this can pertain to both athletes and 
their support staff.

2010 Paralympic Winter Games
By Marni Abbot Peter

For the past couple of decades, 
Paralympic sport has generally 
been flying under the radar 

for the vast majority of Canadians. 
They have never had an opportunity to 
see what Paralympic sports exist nor 
recognize	 the	 skill	 and	 talent	 of	 our	
Canadian athletes. From the five Gold 
medals won by Lauren Woolstencroft 
in Alpine Skiing, to the Gold medal 
success	 of	 cross-country	 skiers	 like	
Brian McKeever, and the Gold medal 
performances of our Curling team, 
Canada displayed sporting excellence 
amongst their international peers.

What has had such a huge impact 
on the awareness of these athletes 
and their sport has been the media 
coverage that these Games received. 
The media embraced the Paralympic 
Winter Games and the exposure was 
on par with the Olympic Winter Games. 
Canadians wanted to see our Paralympic 

athletes compete, and the response to 
the coverage was phenomenal. Never 
have these athletes had anything like 
this kind of exposure before, and we 
thank the media for this opportunity.

These Paralympic Winter Games 
have opened the eyes of every Canadian 
on the abilities of our Paralympic 
athletes, not on their disabilities. They 
can see for themselves what a person 
can do if they don’t think of themselves 
as being disabled, but what it take to 
achieve their goals.

These Games will be a catalyst for 
positive change in our society and they 
have certainly opened up a whole new 
world of possibilities to other individuals 
with a disability. It is no longer that they 
can’t participate in sport because of 

their disability, but rather, what sports 
can I now take up that I thought would 
never be possible. 

Our society will look at individuals 
through an entirely new lens. They 
will	 recognize	 that	 someone	 with	 a	
disability doesn’t just wait for a new 
medical breakthrough before we 
get engaged in sport. We are totally 
engaged and we train and compete with 
as much intensity as any other athlete. 
There are thousands of Rick Hansens 
and Terry Foxes in this country whose 
names you will never know, but whose 
zest	for	life	and	the	enjoyment	of	sport	
are just as strong. It has been through 
these Games that we have displayed 
that anything is possible.

“It was amazing to see 
the number of  people 
supporting the Olympic 
wear, all with CANADA 
stamped on the clothing.  
I felt special to be one of  
those people that had the 
opportunity to make my 
country proud.”

“...they have certainly 
opened up a whole new 
world of  possibilities to 
other individuals with a 
disability.” 

Reflections on the Winter and Paralympic Games 2010



COACHING DEVELOPMENT

     Perspective Spring 2010  Perspective Spring 2010

CLOSER LOOKNCCP Course Schedules

For more information and a complete listing of NCCP courses around the province go to the CABC website at:  www.coaches.bc.ca 1918

Competition - Introduction Part A 
Modules Included - Make Ethical Decisions, Planning a Practice 
and Nutrition **If you are required by your sport to take only specific multi-sport modules and 
not the full Part A or B package, please contact the CABC to request module specific courses in your area.

Dates  Location Host Agency Phone #
Mar 5-6, 2010 Kelowna Pacific Sport Okanagan 250.469.8800
Mar 5-6, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.5269
Mar 19-20, 2010 Coquitlam West Coast Gojukai Karate 604.936.9067
Mar 27-28, 2010 Surrey Louie Tong YMCA 604.575.9622
Apr 10-11, 2010 Nanaimo Pacific Sport Vancouver Island 250.740.6572
Apr 10-11, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.5269
Apr 16-17, 2010 New Westminster Douglas College 604.527.5492
Apr 16-17, 2010 Kelowna Pacific Sport Okanagan 250.469.8800
May 7-8, 2010 Abbotsford Pacific Sport Fraser Valley 604.557.4019
May 8-9, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.6259
May 29-30, 2010 Surrey Louie Tong YMCA 604.575.9622
Jun 4-8, 2010 Kelowna Pacific Sport Okanagan 250.469.8800
Jun 11-12, 2010 New Westminster Douglas College 604.527.5492
Jun 12-13, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.3236259
Jul 17-18, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.6259

Competition - Introduction Part B 
Modules Included - Design a Basic Sport Program, Teaching and 
Learning and Basic Mental Skills  **If you are required by your sport to take only 
specific multi-sport modules and not the full Part A or B package, please contact the CABC to request 
module specific courses in your area.

Dates  Location Host Agency Phone #
Mar 6-7, 2010 Kelowna Pacific Sport Okanagan 250.469.8800
Mar 6-7, 2010 Kamloops Pacific Sport Interior 250.828.3583
Mar 13-14, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.5269
Mar 26-27, 2010 Maple Ridge Canoe Kayak BC 604.465.5268
Mar 27-28, 2010 Victoria Performance Institute  250.220.2510 
  for Sports Excellence
Apr 10-11, 2010 Surrey Louie Tong YMCA 604.575.9622
Apr 16-17, 2010 New Westminster Douglas College 604.527.5492
Apr 17-18, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.5269
Apr 24-25, 2010 Nanaimo PacSport Vancouver Island 250.740.6572
May 15-16, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.6259
May 28-29, 2010 Abbotsford Pacific Sport Fraser Valley 604.557.4019
Jun 11-12, 2010 New Westminster Douglas College 604.527.5492
Jun 12-13, 2010 Surrey Louie Tong YMCA 604.575.9622
Jun 19-20, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.6259
Jul 24-25, 2010 Vancouver Langara College 604.323.6259

Make Ethical Decisions Module Only (Competition-Introduction context)
This is NOT the online evaluation. This is only the course to prepare for the evaluation if you have taken the 
“old” Theory 1 course or if you haven’t taken it as part of the Introduction to Competition Part A course.

Dates  Location Host Agency Phone #
May 7, 2010 Abbotsford Pacific Sport Fraser Valley 604.557.4017

Competition - Development
The NCCP Theory 3 has now been officially phased out and is no longer available. Coaches are now 
required to complete Competition-Development modules as outlined below. 

Dates Location Module Host Agency Contact
Mar 25, 2010 Vancouver Leading Drug Free Sport Coaches Assoc. of BC Register Online
Mar 26-27, 2010 Vancouver Developing Athletic Abilities Coaches Assoc. of BC Register Online
Mar 28, 2010 Vancouver Prevention & Recovery Coaches Assoc. of BC Register Online
Apr 8, 2010 Vancouver Managing Conflict Coaches Assoc. of BC Register Online

Apr 9-10, 2010 Vancouver Coaching & Leading Effectively Coaches Assoc. of BC Register Online

Apr 11, 2010 Vancouver Psychology of Performance Coaches Assoc. of BC Register Online
Apr 22, 2010 Kamloops Managing Conflict Pacific Sport Interior  250.828.2583
Apr 25, 2010 Kamloops Prevention & Recovery Pacific Sport Interior 250.828.3583
May 1-2, 2010 Nanaimo Developing Athletic Abilities Pacific Sport Vanc. Is. 250.740.6572
May 6, 2010 Kamloops Leading Drug Free Sport Pacific Sport Interior 250.828.3583
May 7-8, 2010 Kamloops Developing Athletic Abilities Pacific Sport Interior 250.828.3583
May 9, 2010 Kamloops Psychology of Performance Pacific Sport Interior 250.828.3583

Homestudy
The Home Study program is designed for those coaches unable to attend a course in their area. 
Upon registering, the course material will be mailed to the coach. The coach will then complete the 
workbook and submit it to an NCCP Learning Facilitator to be marked.

Competition-Introduction Part A Coaches Association of BC Register Now

Competition-Introduction Part B Coaches Association of BC Register Now

Make Ethical Decisions Module Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
NOTE: This is NOT the online evaluation. 
This is only the materials to prepare for the evaluation. Coaches Association of BC

Competition - Development Coaching Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
and Leading Effectively

Competition - Development Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
Developing Athletic Abilities

Competition - Development Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
Prevention and Recovery

Competition - Development Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
Psychology of Performance

Competition - Development Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
Leading Drug Free Sport

Competition - Development Coaches Association of BC Register Now 
Managing Conflict

Designing a Sport Program Coaches Association of BC Register Now

Introduction to Competition Equivalency
Equivalency for Introduction to Competition Parts A and B (under the new NCCP 
program) is not available. Once a sport has fully integrated to the new NCCP 
program, coaches will be able to go right to the certification process of being 
evaluated, without taking the Introduction to Competition Part “A” and “B” 
courses if they feel they are qualified to do so. Please note that this will only 
be available once a particular sport has fully integrated to the new program 
and that most sports are quite a ways away from reaching this point.
To find out what stage of progress your sport is at, please visit the Coaching 
Association of Canada Sport by Sport Tracking Summary webpage or contact 
your provincial sport organization.

Make Ethical Decisions
You may have completed your NCCP 
Introduction to Competition - Part A course 
(either in a classroom or through home 
study), but there is one more crucial step in 
the process of receiving coach certification. All coaches who have completed 
Part A, or the singular Make Ethical Decisions module, must complete the 
online Make Ethical Decisions evaluation for certification. The evaluation can 
be accessed through the CABC website, and is available to you once you have 
received a Coaching Certification (CC) number from the Coaching Association 
of Canada.
Soon, all coaches who were certified under the old Theory 1 course will also 
need to complete the Make Ethical Decisions evaluation to maintain their 
certification. It is strongly suggested that those coaches order the Make Ethical 
Decisions module from the CABC to help them complete it successfully.

Coach Amanda
Confused about what kind of training you need to 
become a coach in your sport of interest? Check out 
Coach Amanda!
The Coaching Association of Canada has developed an on-line tool to help 
coaches identify which coaching context is right for them and which workshops 
they need to become identified as “Trained” or “Certified” in a particular sport. 
Answer a few simple questions and the tool will generate the coaching context 
that best suits your needs as a coach and the needs of your participants.
Find Coach Amanda at www.coaches.bc.ca. Under the NCCP Information menu, 
click on “What is NCCP”.

As	I’m	writing	this	I	am	still	feeling	the	after	affects	of	an	amazing	
celebration in our province. But as the ‘dust settles’ and the 
Olympic and Paralympic Party moves on I hope we can transfer 
some of that unity and positivity our province and country felt 
back to our own athletes and teams. Spring is always a busy time 
for everyone no matter if you are a summer or winter oriented 
coach because either you’re wrapping up your season as best you 
can or preparing to have your athletes as ready for your upcoming 
season as possible. Personally, I’m looking forward to longer 
days and no longer training ‘under the lights’. Spring is such a 
great time to refocus yourself and your athletes after some lost 
motivation in the winter months and I find the spring has a way of 
naturally helping that process out.

For many of us we have to balance so many things on our plate 
including: family, friends, work or school and coaching. It can 
sometimes get very difficult and, as a team must work together 
to operate best practices to be successful, I think that we can do 
the same in other areas of our life. Asking for a hand to lighten the 
load is completely fair and those around will be more than happy 
to help!

The week before and week after Easter all six Competition 
Development modules are held in the Lower Mainland. A month 
later all six will be offered in Kamloops. Take a look at our NCCP 
classroom schedule  on the next page and on our website. I feel 
that people are finally getting more comfortable with the ‘new’ 
NCCP – if you are still a little lost you should check out our 
webpage	www.coaches.bc.ca/nccp	-	we	have	a	lot	of	information	
on the topic there. (and when all else fails you can always send me 
an email or give me a call!)

I have reviewed all of the additional comments to everyone who 
completed our year end survey and will work on addressing as 
many of the wants and needs as possible. I am continuing to 
‘beef’ up our member’s only portal which is a good resource for 
all coaches in our membership. Every month we’re adding new 
videos, books and articles. I am now working on developing 
some resources and links that are more sport specific which 
is something that many people were interested in. Take a look 
through your inbox (way back to August) if you haven’t logged 
into it yet. We sent you an email with a temporary password to log 
in along with a username (which is the email address you receive 
our ENews).

I wish you all a great and successful spring and see you again in 
the summer!

Will Stewart – Coach Education Manager 
info@coaches.bc.ca, 604.333.3600 ext 1

Manager of Coach 
Education Notes

Marcel Lacroix

...however, did help her teammates. She met with other 
team members to talk about what to expect from the crowd, 
the effect that it had on focus and concentration, and how 
to effectively adapt. This definitely made a difference for all 
those athletes following Christine’s competition.

Adaptation was something that Marcel and the other coaches 
also required. Generally during a race they communicate with 
their athletes on the back stretch. In all of the pandemonium 
that was going on at the Oval, a new form of communication 
was required. In order to accomplish this goal, new ‘boards’ 
and ‘notices’ were used that didn’t rely on any verbal form 
of communication with the athletes. This was the only way 
to effectively communicate with their athletes. Canada and 
Japan were the only two countries to adopt this change, and it 
definitely paid big dividends.  

The Own the Podium (OTP) program that seemed to 
generate some controversy at the beginning of the Games, 
provided the National Speed Skating Team with the additional 
resources that they needed over the past three years to 
achieve success leading up to, and at, the Games. The OTP 
program allowed Marcel’s team to secure the support of 
massage therapists, sport psychologists, team managers, and 
other support staff, that allowed coaches to focus on their 
duties and to provide athletes with the right kind of treatment 
to be able to perform in peak condition. It was an unqualified 
success for this team.

As for his success! Well, it comes down to good planning, 
great teamwork amongst his coaches, and sticking to what got 
you there. He knows better than to try to add in any last minute 
changes	(2-3	months)	to	a	plan	that	has	been	working	all	along.	
“You don’t try new nutrition programs, new strength training 
ideas, or bring in a new psychologist, just a few months out 
from a major competition.” Trying something ‘new’ isn’t what 
is needed, but rather, making sure that you keep things as 
simple and consistent as possible. The less stress you create 
with your athletes leading up to major events, the greater the 
likelihood of peak performances.

Congratulations to Marcel and his other national team 
coaches for the terrific results that their athletes achieved 
at the 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver. The CABC 
wishes his team the best of luck during the rest of the season, 
and we thank him for taking time out of his busy schedule to 
speak with us.

CONT’D FROM PAGE 15
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It’s not easy making a difference in the life of a child. It takes 
patience, understanding, and commitment. 

But it’s worth it, and if you do, you might just learn a few things 
about yourself. 

Our children are our future and the more we can do to help Our children are our future and the more we can do to help 
them, the more we help ourselves… in more ways than we can 
explain. 

The BC Games Society salutes coaches from all over British   
Columbia who help our children reach their dreams.

Help build stronger kids, and better communities... go to www.bcgames.org
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